99SPCH / 99SPPCH / 99SPLS

AUTOMATIC POCKET HEMMING UNIT
COMPLETE SET

www.sip-italy.com
**HIGHLIGHTS**

- Top productivity!
- Patented fabric transport feeding device;
- Patented belt transport pressure control;
- Thread cutter;
- Patented rear puller belt controls by independent step motor;
- Stacker device suitable for coin pocket hemming operation;
- From light to heavy fabric! No curves! No waves!
- Thread breakage sensors;
- No skill worker & helpers required;
- Easy maintenance and set up;
- Common hardware and software as other automatic units;
- Lowest running cost! Freedom to outsource the standard consumable spare part in all markets locally at the best price and delivery!
- Standard Sewing head means different needle gauges for different hemming style available in the market.

**PRODUCTIVITY**

- Average production - chain stitch:
  - 2.200 pockets / 1 working hour
  - 1.100 pairs / 1 working hour considering two back pockets / garment
- Average production - lock stitch:
  - 2.000 pockets / 1 working hour
  - 1.000 pairs / 1 working hour considering two back pockets / garment

**TECHNICAL DATA**

- Standard Needle Gauge: 1/4" = 6.4mm
- Sewing head:
  - unit model 99SPCH
    - Kansai model NL 5B03GPXP
  - unit model 99SPPCH
    - Pegasus model W3522P-04BX264
  - unit model 99SPLS
    - Brother model T8720C-005-N64D
- Power supply and air consumption:
  - 220 Volt, mono-phase 50/60 Hz
  - 0.5 Kw
  - 0.8 liter/cycle at a pressure of 5.5 bar
- Size and weight of the workstation:
  - 130 x 105 x 140 cm – 270 Kg

**OPTIONS**

- Special folder on demand;
- Manual & automatic label insertion devices available.

---

**99SPCH / 99SPPCH / 99SPLS**

- **99SPCH**: equipped with standard three needle chain stitch sewing head, made by Kansai.
- **99SPPCH**: equipped with standard two needle chain stitch sewing head, made by Pegasus.
- **99SPLS**: equipped with standard two needle lock stitch sewing head made by Brother.

**RANGE OF USE**

- Special folder on demand;
- Manual & automatic label insertion devices available.

---

**Pocket hemming**
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